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THE ATOMIC BOMB.
By fr.ect.··lo.~

•
\

Uadoubtedly tl¥.t moat spectacular of the projectS ulli:iertaken by the N:ltio:aal Bureau
of Standarcls was the atomlc bomb project, The large SCOJ:e of the proje~t in the J:ericd
of ita developmnt ·cmd eoqineering phases, as well as the necessary secrecy associated
with the program, teilds to obscure the initial and critical two years during which liNCh
baaic research was J:erformed and the mjor weapon program formulated. It was in this
J:eriod that the N:ltional Bureau of Standards played the by role in the project, for
shbrtly.after the iniUal phase was completed, the Mlnhattan District was established
and the gigantic development and engineering of the weapon began.
During every phase of the ·project, the Bureau contributed extensively. All of this
work ws hl.qhly ·secret ·at the time it was done cmd certain details and phases are still
in the restricted category and cannot be discussed in this report. Work in .the field of
atoaic e~~&rqy contin1»s Ullder the sponsorship of the Atomic Energy Commission, as W.ll
as indeJ»Diently in the broad a!ld growinq field of atomic physics. Since the early years
of the century·the Bureau had engaged in research in atomic and sub--atomic physics,
particularly in the field of naturally radioactive substam:es. The existence of this
work and of the .staff and facilities were primary factors in assigning the task of
initiatiug the atomic project to the Bureau,

INITIATION OF THE

PRO~T

The N:zticmalBureau of Standards beqan its work on the atomic bomb project. ·in
J, Briggs, as chairllr:ID
of a· committee to invest . .te the possibility of utilizl.Dq the atomic fission of uranium
in warfare. At this tiD» it was not known which of the isotopes of uranium was subject
to fission when bombc:rrded with slew neutrons, or how mny neutrons were· emitted in 'the
fission process. The possibility of establishinq a chain reaction re111:1i.JI.!,Jd to be
demonstra~ed. Little was known about the chemistry and metallurgy of uranium, Physical
11111thods for separating the isotopes of uranium had yet to be developed.
O::tobe;r:_l_~g !'ABD President Rooaevelt~t.if!dits Director, Lyman

The solution of such problems was UDdertaken by the committee with the enthusiastic
cooperation of leading' scientists in this field. The uranium committee recognized the
future possibilities 'of Uranium fission ·as a source or power but early decided to
concentrate its activities on the development·of an atomic bomb. The baaic inforuation
~ined ·in -~his a~udy could later be applied in the developaent of atomic power.

I

.~

,

Ow~ to the secrecy imposed on the project, the acqui~eD»nt of necessary funds
became a problem in itself •. The initial experiments ~8911D in 1939 ·were finam::ed by a
transfer of $6,000 from the Ordnance peJXirtment of the Army and the Bureau of CXdmnce
of the N:lvy. This money was ·used to purchase mter ials for exJ:er illlltnts, by Dr. E, Fermi
at Columbia University, to determi11e 'the suitability of graphite as a mcxlerator to sl01r
dqwn fast 11eutrou; In 1940, through t~ cooperation and enthusiastic support ·or
Rear AdarlT~l H. G. J;1owen, Director of the N::nral &search laboratory, funds ·to the extent
of $1001)000 were made available to the project at a tine when they were most urgently
needed.
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These fwds were used I!Zl.inly for the ·study of different methods of separating the
isotopes. Among tbem was the methcd of tberm:zl diffusion proposed by P. H. Abelson,
who demonstrated its possibilities 1n his laboratory at the t-bticmal Bureau of Standards,
carried it successfully' tbroug'h the pilot· plant stage at tbe _N:xval Research Laboratory,
a!Xl filially saw it culminate in a great operatinq installation at the Clinton plant in
Tezmessee. Work was .also started at Coluabia·.University by J, R. Dunninq on .the
se:paration of the u,ranium isotopes by gaseo1.111 diffusion -throtiqb a porous membrane ·which
likewise eventually led to the construction and operat~Ou of an enormous diffusion plant
at Clinton. Tbe developatnt of a centrifugal method for separat.illq the isotopes was
also umlertabn by J, W. Beams at the University of Virginia, whiC~ was carried· tbr~h
· the pilot plant atacJa '!ith highly satisfactory yields but was not finally selected as a
production mthcd.
·
·

t

In June 1940 President Roosevelt establiShed the. N:Itional Cef.eDS& ·Research
. Co111111ittee under the dir&etion of Dr. Vannevar Bus'h and m:zde the urc;nium committee a
section of NJC. This was a happy. solution to the pr<iblem of sec\U'ing the. ne<:essary
furx:fs for a secret project, for it was r&eoqnized at the· outset that N:ft: would ·be
enguqed in highly con(idential work. At that tillllt the Uradum (S.l) section was re•
organized as follmra: L. J, Briqqs (chairm:z:n), G. B. Peqram {vic:;e-chairmn), H. C. Urey,
J, W. Beams, M.A. Tuve, R. Gmm, and G. Breit. Additi~l support W<lS'CJiven by NB:! to
the in.Ves.tigations already under way, and new work 1IClll wxlertaken.
The possibility of establishin9' a cbain r~ction lfClB still a matter of great un~
,.·f,:ertainty. yet upon this the a'uccesa of the w~ole·project rested. F~ty tons of graphite
cmd seven tOllS of uranium c:~~tide were supplied to- Fermi at Columbia for use in a further
attack on _this problem. New projects dealinq with the chain -reaction were supported at
the Universities of Chicago, California, and Princeton. E. 0. ~renee reported in
f.hy 1941 on exparimnts at ~rlraley which indicated thxt plutonium (ele~~Snt 94) is
formed from uraniUm ~ (ale118nt 92) by neutron capture followed by two beta-transfer·
m:ztions and that plutonium lib uranium 235 ·undergoes fission when it captures a sl01r
neutron. This siqnificant" discov-ery held great possibilities because· (1) the abundant
isotope 238 could be utilized, (2) sepxration of the uranium isotopes by physical methods
was 1JIID8C8asary, au:l (3) plutoniUm could be sap:zrated from the parent .m:zss by chemical
methods.

In July 1941 the membership of the S·l aectiori of M>1C was changed somewhat to
prov-ide-representation for new activities,. The meetings, as before,·were held at the
~tiom:l Bureau of Standards ao:lwre·attended by Dr. J, B. Conant as Dr. Bush"s
representative •
Up to this ti_- the expenditures for the atomic bomb project bad certainly been
mcderate. At a maetiDg of N:fC on July 18, 1941,
Briggs as chairman of the S-1
section reviewed the progress that had been m:zde qnd presented the request of his ·
aecti~· for an allotment of ·S267 ,000 with the state~nt that much iarger expenditures
would prcbably soon be·required. This allotment was ~oved by talC and the theoretical
and experimental-work want forward at an increased. te111po, Dr. Briggs also asked
Dr. Bush .in the apr ing ·of 1941. to appoint an iu:lepende'ut committee to make an impartial
revi&w ·of the project and Dr. Bush requested the t-btional Academy of ·Sciences to under,;,
take this stiXiy and t«;~ recommezia the level
expenditure at which tba investigat,ion
should be continued.
·

Dr.

of

,
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In November 1941 Dr. Bush after reviewinq the further advances that had been made by
the S-1 section cmd the recommendations of the Academy committee aid after consultation
with the President and his advisors decided that the tim had now come for the •all·o~t•
effort, The project was transferred to CSRD as the S-1 section. which was orCj9ized as
follows: t. J. Brig9s (chairman), G. B. P&9ram (vice-chairman·), and J, B. Concmt,
·A. H. Compton, E. 0. Lawrence, and H. C. Urey, proqram chiefs; E. V. Murphree, chairaan
of the planninq band: S. K. Allison .. J. W, Beams, G. Breit, E. U. Condon, and H. D. Smyth.
H. T. Wen&el served as technical aide to the CoiDillittee.
·Funds available fOr the work were greatly expanded. thler LawreP the investi~
gation of. tbe large-scale separation of the uranium isotopes by electromaCJD8tlC
processes was accelerated at the University o! California. Research on the gaseous
diffusion precess of &eparati.Dq the isotopes aid on the all important problem .of developi.Dq suitable porous membranes tlist. weull:i 'not ~ale end ilecane cl099ed through the action
of uranium hexafluoride was continued at Colwubia University under Dunning and Peqram.
H. C. Uray had supervision of methods for prcduclnc] heavy water for use aa a mcderator
and other important special assiqnmnts. Basic woz:k relatinq to the chain reaction and
ita utilizati011 ·in the production of plutonium at Columbia under E. Fermi and at Chicago
under S. K. Allison was continued under A, H. C0111pton's direction at the University of
Chicac]o. It was here that the chain-reaction was first demonstrated by Fermi in a
9faphite•uranium pile in Deceuber 1942.
By July 1942.: it appeared that the final intensive work on the research and develop·
ment program could be directed more effectively by a smaller group and the Swl section
was succeeded by the S-1 Executive Committee consistinq of J, B. Conant, chairmcm;
L. ]. Briggs, A. H. Compton, E. 0. Llwrence. E. V. Murphree, cmd H. C. Urey. with
H. ] • Wensel as technical a.ide and Irvin Stewart as secretary. 'These meetincJs were held
at ·the Carmegie IDBtitution and were r99ularly attended by Briq. Gen. L. R. Groves, head
of the M:znha:ttan District project, who was charged with the heavy responsibility for·
erecting plants and prcdu::inq uranium 235 am plutonium in usable quantities by the
methcds developed by the research group~ of SMl. By M:zy 1, 1943, the undertaking had
reached the point where it could be taken over advanta9eously·by the Mrnbattan District
and the work of CEFfD on the uranium project was terminated.
·
During the war about SO members of the Bureau staff were eDIJCI9ed on the atomic
bomb project. Some of its leading physicists, chemists, and mthemticlans were assigned
to the Clinton and Los Alamos laboratories at the request of the War Dep:rrtment.

'

Early in the war a simple and highly effective chemical methcd ws developed at the
Bureau for removinq harmful iJDpUr itles from uranium. This was used in all subsequent
prcduction of uranium. Similarly a procedure was developed for producing graphite
practically free fro111 boron, These contributions were of great value to the project,
because some of these i111purities were strong absorbers of neutrons and their effective
removal was 'CI prerequisite to the establishment of a chain reaction in a pile usin9
noraal uranium.
The Bureau also served tbro1J9hout the war as a central control laboratory. for
determiniDg the· purity of the uranium and other prcducts that were used in the project.
Thousands of chemical and spectrographic analyses were mde duri.Dg the course of this
work. Mtasurements were aade of the radium recovered from the .uranium ores. M!thods
for sapare~tinq the uranium isotopes were stuiied. The alpha·particle counting JDBtbod
was developed ·to measure the change in the relative abwdance of the uranium isotopes
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during separaticm processes. Yet the work was so closely gmrded that the Bureau's
partlc?ipation in the atomic bomb project was not 'known to the members of the staff not
asscc:iated with the .1Dldertakinq •
.THE GRAPHITE. PROBLEM

. In the early consideration of the use of atomic energy for military purposes, one
of the first FOJ'OSCils (by &. Fermi and L. Szilard) was t9 use graphite as a moderator
in obtainillg a controllable. chain reaction for the .Production of plutonium. It was
mom that impurities which might be present in the graphite or uranium would capture
some of· the ~~eutrons generated by fission of the uranium 235, probably a large enough
proporticm of them to prevent a self •sustaininq reaction from occurr inq in a uranium·
graphite pile. Thus the pr~le11111 of prcc:ur ing sufficiently pure· graphit~ CLDd suf •
ficiently pure· uranilirit 111ere outstandingly important amonq the many aSSigJliiBnts UDder•
taken by the Bureau in coiUl&Ction with the at0111ic energy project,
While graphite was a COIIIIIIOJl article of commrce, its usefulness bad never been
seriously aff~cted by itS impurities that DC?" assumed a~ cOIIliiXIndinq importance. In
Janmry 1941 ~-. Sdlai"d and D.P. ·Mitchell of Columbia University came to the ·Bureau· to
discuss possible reasons for the d~crepancy between tbe analysis of graphite ash mde
by a commercial analyst. (by· a spectrographic Dtthod) and the. :aeutran absorption measureIIBnt~ of the ash ·by E. Fermi. It was conclu:led that the analytical results, for ·boron.
in p:~rticular. were at fault, 1-Bnce, ·the· first task was to devise a· reliable .ID8thod t ·
for the determination of boron in graphite, which was undertaken by C.· J. Rodden.

The prcc:edure develo~. which became standard for the determiaation of boron in
uranium compounds as well as in graphite, showed tmt lllllCh of the neutron absorption
of the graphite· ash measured ~y Fermi was dve to boron.
·
With a reliable method for determininq suall amcnmts of ·boron as a guide, the
next step was to fiud out the sources of this impurity. The graphite which was then
abtai.Ded was much lower in boron than any previously examined. The new proCedure was
used to produce graphite for the first uranium-graphite pile, which. was successfully
operated in Chicaqo in December 1942.
THE URAHIUM PROBLEM

A decisive step in the purification of uranium CC!IIIpounds was taken in the sUllllll8r
of 1941 at the Bureau, when Dr. J. I. Hoffaan sha~red tmt uranyl nitrate coul.d be
separated from all harmful elements by extraction with ether. By this method ,sufficiently pure uraniUI!I could be ci;,tained from crude uranium oxide aud from pitchblende
and· carnotite ore .CODCentrates. The ether extraction prcc:ess became the standard
prcc:edure for the final purification of all the uranium subsequently used in the piles.
Si.Dce metallic uranium had not been ~. hitbftrto in COIIIIIerCial qcntities,. it
was necessary to develop methods for producing the metal, as well as to determine and
-control the purity of the miterials used in its production. The investigation of
both phases proceeded simultaneously. The preparation o_f uranium tetrachloride wa~
begun by ·c. J. Rodden early in 1941. Soon thereafter fused pieces of metal were
produced. In June 1941. some of tbB pieces of metal thus obtained were re118lted by
J. G. ThOIIIpSon atld H. E. Cleaves. An important discovery resulting directly from this

,
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work was that ·the meltiilg point" of uranium was lower by at least 600° than the recorded
value o~ appraxilllltely 1800ct.
·While the study of metal production was goillq forward, progress was also beblg
mde in the analyses of uranium compounds and in procedures for purifying· them,
Determinations of boron were now be.l.Jig aade by B. F. Scribner by special spectrographic
procedures that were standardized by mecms of samples chemically analyzed ·by
J. A. Scherrer.
Durinq 1942 spcificatioas for the purity of urani\1111 compounds were prepared by
a committee composed of C, J. Rodden, L. Szilard, R. Rosen, aDd F. H. Spedding as
chairaan. Methods of chemical analysis for aany elements present aa impurities were
developed a:ad hWIIireds of samples were analyzed at the ·Bureau, J. J. Treqoninq and
G•. Petretic contributed" to the solution of these problems. For exa111ple, methods for
the determination of rare earths in the. impure a~tide were of ~special importance
because· of the blown neutron absorbing propar.ties of certain of the elements in this
group. K. D. Fleischer aud ] , I. Hoffman contributed materially to the solution of
this problem.

In conjunction with M. Pochon of the Eldorado GoJ.d MinincJ Company, a method for
obtainin9 purer black aitide was fouud whic:h consisted of an acid leach of the material.
The NBS contracted for the treatment of future shipments and the working over of some
of 'the older shipliiEints .by this method,

.As a reault of the exptriaental work at the Nll3, it was evident in Auqust of 1941·
that raw mterials for satisfactory uranium metal c~uld be obtained or produced. However, at this time there was only one producer of metallic uranium, Metal Hydrides,
IDC., at Beverly, Miss. The boron content of the powdered metal furnished by this
company was so high that it was practically useless for the purpose intended,

In contrast with the metal first produced, with an excessively high boron content,
the. metal produced by .. tal Hydrides after the Bureau's assistanee was satisfactorily
low in boron,
The work covered a number of phases of the project besides those relatillq to the
procurement and aDalytical control of mter ials usec:l in the piles. For example. in
tbe latter part of 1941 C. ], Rodden aDd J. ·I, Hofhan developed a method for the
purification and prepuation of uranium compowds suitable for ~~r~king fibs for
determining isotop~ composition by alpha-particle countinq techniques.

THE CENTRAL CONTROL LABORATORY

\

When in 1942 the M:mhattan District assumed responsibility for procurement, the
amlytic:al work rapidly increased in scope cmd volume. Methods were now developed
for the assay of uranium-bearing ~~r~terials ranging from 10111 grade carnotite to high
grade pi tcbb leDCle •
·
·
·
·
In Febr\llry 1943 when the t.bnhattan District set up a program for all raw and
finiahed ·materials connected with the production of the 1118tal. the NBS was designated
as· the Central Control laboratory. As an illustration of the complexity of aol:IB of
the work, one product required 17 individual chemical analyses in addition to the
SJ»Ctroqraphic determination of 29 elements. To aid other laboratories concerned

6
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with the metal control program. standard analyzed samples of some fifteen mterlals were
prepared. including four kinds of uranium ore. Guest workers were instructed in analyti· ·
cal methods and other laboratories and plants operating UDder Manhattan District contracts
were assisted in developinq procedures and in overcoming difficulties.
.•
Up to the end of 1945 ~~early 9000 samples ci· materials had been received and nearly
30.000 separate analyses m::rde, The developmental work on· these problems of procurement
resulted in contributions to 47 reports. In 1945 C. J. Rodden became chairm::rn of the
Mmbattan District Analytical Committee.
·

As further examples of the diverse nature of the problems that came to the central
control laboratory. ths following are·of interest~
1) In m::rny eases uranium ores were purc:basecl and paid for on. the basis of their
uranium content. with the provision that the radium be returned to the original owners in
the residues ·left after removal of the uranium. Oisagreemnts arOI!.'Ie. To settle these.
radium standards were prepared in cooperation with L F. Curtiss of the Radioactivity
Section for checking uethcxl.s of determination of radium
2) Ori.Dg to the fact that the Metallurgical laboratory at Chicago did not have
:.adequate facilities for ana:lytical·control in their early work. mny materials involving
special types of analyses were sent to the NaS, This· inclucled heavy water qnd the
catalysts used in its prcxl.uction. Requests for assistance. especmlly in the capacity of
consultants. continued through 1945.
3) In cooperation with W. N. l:brrlson of the Clay and Silicate Prcxl.ucts Division,
ceramic mteria.ls ~rere examined for suitability of their use in the electromagnetic
process of isotope separation ..

SPECTROGRAPHIC ANALYSES
The work of the Spectrochemical laboratory on the atomic bomb project was initiated
in April 1940 when tests of the purity of several 1lranium oxide samples were aade by
·· quditative spectrographic aualysis. When the Sup!rvision of work on uranium was later
assiqned to the Office of Scientific &search and Development. the volume of testbg
increased ami the samples then submitted inclucled a variety of uranium compounds and
other aaterials of importance to the pcoject. It wal.l apparent at this time that the
usml spectrographic methods of analysis were imdeqmte for the analysis of uranium
especially i_n view of the increasing purity of the aater!a.ls being prcxl.uced
The prcxl.uction of uranium of high purity was one of the serious problems encountered
in the utilization of uranium as a source of atomic energy Impurities. particularly the
lighter elements such as boron, cadmium, and lithium, are effective absorbers of neutrons.
Relatively smll amotmts of the impurities may reduce the efficiency of uranium fission
below the point where a chl.in or self ·sustaining nuclear reaction can be obtained. In
order to control the prcxl.uction of pure uranium and to inspect the f i.Dal prcxl.uct, methcxl.s
of aualysia were required for the determination of 60 or more chemical elements on a
x:outine basis where speed. h.iqh sensitivity, and accuracy were important considerations.
The problems of the spectrographic analysis o! uranium·base materials was complicated
..; minly by the hiqhly-complex spectrum of uranium. Under the usud spectrographic pro·
cedures i~t.erference by uranium lines would have remierecl spectrographic analysis -: . "

·I
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ineffective for determinatioDS of impur !ties at low concentrations. This obstacle was
overcoue by the development of four concentrational methods in which the iJRpUritles are
separated from the uranium and then determined spectrographically ..

\

· The first satisfactory method for the spectrochemical analysis of uranium. was
developed at the Jlbtional Bureau of Standards, and was described by B. F. Scribner and
H. R. Mullin in Aprill942. It is physical in nature .. involving fractional distillation
of the impurities from a uranium c:«ide base. Hiqh sensitivity and aCCUl"acy were
realized by addinq a material; termed a •carrier," to the sample and distillinq the
carrier from the iaix.ture by means of em electric a1·c. The carrier serves to sweep the
volatile impurities into the arc, the liqht from which is observed by a spectrograph.
The hil,lh sensitivity of the method is attained by the almost complete suppresaion of.
of the spectrum of uranium.

The carrier..distillation method was improved by a series of controls, includinq
an electrode assembly of novel desiqn. In June 1942 th8 method provided for the
determination of boron cmd azdmium dOIPil to the desired limits. and incluled the
·determination of arsenic. cobalt, lithium, DXmqanese. niclcel.,silver, ani sodium. The
elemnts nO\Tf determined by the method are Ag, Al, As, Au, B. Ba, Be. Bi, Cd, Co, Cr,
Cs, Cu. Fe, Ge, H.J, In, K. Li. ~. Mn, Mo, Na, Ni, P, Pb, Rb, Sb, Si, Sn. Tl. and Zn.
The basic method was modified for the more accurate determinatian of iron, mgnesium,
and m::mganese in Febr1mry 1945, thus obviatinq the need for chemical determinations of
·iron alld manganese. The carrier..distillation method .was adopted by other laboratories
an the projeot ani applied in the analysis of thousands of samples of uranium and
similar mteriala. More than 120.000 determinati0118 were m:tde at the Bureau durinq the
years 1943-45 •
. The three remaining methods that were devised for the analysis of uranium-base
materials provide for the determi.IIation of the le.ss-volatile impurities to which the
carrier..distillation method does not apply. The spectrographic methods ·involve the
analysis of three chemical concentrates from uraniUIII-base samples. These concentrates,
prepsred by the chemical section under the supervision of C_ J. Rodden, include the
·rare-earth group (Ce, Dy, Er, Eu, Gel, Ho, I.a, Lu, l'H, Pr, Sc. Sm. Tb, Th, Tm, Y. and
'Yb), the plat~um-metal group (lr, Pt, Rh. and Ru) and a group of elements precipitated
by cupferron (Ol, Ga. Hf, re, Ta. Ti. V. W, and Zr). The required sensitivity of test
was obtained by the ·combined chelllical·and spectrOI,lraphic procedures and, in some cases,
a remarkable limit was achieved.

The complete system of spectrographic methods for the acalysis of uraniwn-base
·materials was recently described by Scribner and Mullin.

METALLURGICAL INVESTIGATION OF URAHIUN

:'.

. . Phases of the matallurgy of uranium investiqated at the Bureau included the
development of methods for meltinl,l and· casting' the metal, methods for workinq uranium,
ami investil,lation of the uranium-taCygen system which necessarily incluled development
of methods for determininq. c:«ygen in uraniWD arad for metall~raphic exami.Datian.
Investigations on thorium inclu:ied a few experiments on ColiiJXXrison of beryllia
and theria as melting refractories for the metal, determination of density and bardness, development of procedures for preparing metallcgraphic specimens. and stuiy
of the microstruc.ture of cast and extruded thorium,

8
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Meltillq and casting uranium: In the early stages of the project. utilization of
uranium required the develop~~~tnt of aethods for meltinq and ·casting.
Investigation of the aelting of uraniiDI! was initiated at the Bureau in M:sy 1941,
usiDg metal prepared by C. J, Rodden. Work on the problem was sporadic uutil April
1942 when metal from contract producers became available aDd extensive research on
the IIBtallurgy of uranium ~n. Contributions of the ~tallurgical Division to the
techJiique of meltiaq uranium inclu::led (1) demonstration tha.t ·uranium could be melted
succeaafully and without contamiDation. ·using beryllia crucibles, and (2) developll8nt
of methods for fabricatiaq uranium: The bot and cold workinq properties .of uranium
were investigated ami proc:edures for·forginq. rolling, swaging, and wire drawing were·
developed,
·
·

.
I

Other metallurgical research included the determination of the solubility of
etygeli in molten and solid uranium: determination of axygen in uranium by v~cuum
fusion; reactions· of uranium with oxygen cmd nitrogen at temperatures up to 5000C; and
matall~raphy of uranium.

PHYSICAL AND MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF URANIUM
... .

~

Much of the informtion in the literature on tbe properties of uranium was in·
accurate because it represented ·the properties of the impure metal previously available
and not those of the relatively pure metal pr<xluced by methcxls developed recently.
Temperatures for the meltiaq point of uranium given in the literature vary from
less than 1000 to more than 25DOOC. Early melti.nq point experilllilnts in the Metallurgy
Division at the Bureau showed the meltincj point to be much lower than the ·value of
about l850CC tbat was 9iven in many handbooks.. The 118tal available in 1942 melted in
the ranqe 1075 to 112SCC. Preclse·meltinq point detea:minations were ~ter made by thl!
Heat and Power Divis ion on four sptc~mens of uranium prcc:luced late in 1943.
Other properties determined· in various laboratoriu of the Bureau include: Density:
electrical resistivity ~O:i temperature coefficient of resistance: thermoelectric:·
potential; specific: beat of uranium and its compounds at high temperatures i transfornation points: hardness; tensile properties; compressive properties; and phyaico-cbemiod
data on uranium compounds.
.

"THE FIRST SPECTRUM OF URANIUM
At the bec.iinning of the year 1942 there were only frag1119ntary descriptions of the
spectra emitted by neutral cmd ionized uranium atoms. No Zeenan effects bad been
observed; no term anall'l#es had been made; nothing was knom of the configuration of the
valence electrons: and no value had been found for the nuclear moment of the cc:ld isotope.
It was known, however. that the emission spectrum ebaarved in the ordimry arc cud spark
sources is exc:eediaqly complex, and does not at all resemble the spectra of c~omium,
molybdenum. and tungsten. which precede it in the peticxlic table of the chemical elements •
. A mw::h clearer unclerstaDding of the structure of tbe uranium. atom was necessary in
connection with other inVestigations that were under way, and the Sptctroscopy Section
was requested to undertake an investigation of the uranium spectra·

.•
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The program of work comprised the observation of the uranium spectra as emitted by
arcs and spark dischctrqes in air at normal and at reduced pressures. by discharqes in
mqnetic fields, in hollOII' cathodes, a:ad by. under-water spark discharges, · Available
for making the ol)servations ·were four ce&\:MI~tiliJ,- spectrographs and a large quartzprism spectrograph, together with auxiliary arparatus such as Fabry•Perot interferom
·•t.e~a and Lummer-Cehrcke plates.

\

A separation 910s effected of the lines emitted by neutral uranium atoms from those
emitted by ions. A list·of more tlnn 9,000 linea with acc·urate ~lenqtha, wave~
numbers, cud estimted intensities, for the reqion 3 ,OOOA·ll,OOOA, were compiled as
descriptive of t~ spectrum· of the neutral atom. A partial analjsis of this spectrum
910S made. by tbe classification of about 2,000 lines as combinations between 18 1011' and
metciistable·odd energy. levels with more than 28 hlqber even levels. en t·he basis of
well-reso~ved Zeeman effects several of the low levels were identified as compOnents· of
SL, SK, 7M, ami 7K terms arisinq in the electron configurations f3ds 2 and f3d2s. The
spectrum of uranium was interpreted as that of a rare-earth element analogous to tbat
of neodymium, ura~lum beiuq designated as the third msmber of a second group of rareearths.beqinninq with thorium. Easy ionization in the electric arc ami in m.gnetic
fields, a:ad the short-wave limit of the observed spectrum illdicated that the ionization
potent.ial of uranium atoms is appraximately four volta,
CONCENTRATION OF ISOTOPES

. Duriuq the sUIIIIIIer of 1941 A. Keith Brewer a:ad S. L. r.bdorsky developed. a reflUlC
electromiqration method for the concentration of isotopes. The mechanism presuppcses
the existence of sliqbt differences in the tr~naport velocities of isotopic ions in
solution. Tht basic principle involved in the process is the establishment of the
comitions of counter-current reflux between the isotopic: ions migratinq in one
direction in.an electric field and a stream of electrolyte flowing in the opposite
direction,
·
A.difference in. the transport velocities for isotopic ions bad been postulated
as early as 1921 by Limlemann. Numerous attempts by Kendall and his co-workers in
which ions were electrolyzed through long columns of agar failed to ·detect a aepara·
tion effect. It was not until the counter-current electromigration method WCilt
developed at tb8 N:rticnial Bureau of Standards that a separation of potassium
isotopes based on ion mobility differences was realized.
MOLECULAR DI ST ILLATION

J

The term molecular distillation has been applied to that type of distillation
where there is no excbanqe between the escaping vapor and. the evaporating surface.
This is accomplished by operatiDg at such low pressures that the mean free path of
tht· escaping lilolecules is of the order of the distance between the surface of the
evaporating liquid and the ·cooled condensing walla of the still. 'Brewer,
Mldorsky, and Westbaver developed a new type of molecular still in which ariy desired
nUDber of siuqle-stage stills are so connected together that the resultant· separation realized .in one operaUon is equal to the separation per stage raised to the
power of the number of stages. All transfer of mterial·between stages takes place
automatically by gravity feed, As a result, the labor involved in a· multiystage
systeDJ is cut to little more than for a single~stage operation. In addition,· the
quantity of material required as well as the time of operation is reduced to such
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an extent that the method becomes an efficient process for the separation of isotopes.

The first. type of still developed by Brewer. M:xdorsky. West haver. cmi Taylor was of
the high platage all-gravity feed design. Numerous modifications of the same general
des.i.qn were tested, The most successful design consisted of a lonq glass tube indented
alODg the bottom at regular intervals to form slallow pools. A water-cooled copper
tube to which copper condens.inq plates were attached was then inserted in the glass
tube in such a ·mnner that the liquid evaporating from each tube condensed ami dropped
into the ne~t highest pool. The entire assembly was placed on an incline of about so so
that the liquid spilled ·back from pool to pool eq.xzl in amoWlt to the quantity
evaporating .

t.

I

The second type of molecular still was developed by S. L. ~orslcy. It consisted
of a nuaber of verUcal cells arranged in series in such a mnner that counter..Current
reflux is mintained ·throughout the entire group, Special mgnetic lift-pumps were
·
designed to supply the feed between cells.
MASS SPECTROMETER ANALYSES

At the outset· of the war. the .Nltio~~al Bur~u of Standards did· not have a mas
spectrometer laboratory. When the electrolytic miqration method for the separation of
potassium isotopes was devised, it was necessary to set up at the Bureau the mas
spectrometer which had been bUilt at the Fixed Nitrogen Research laboratory by A. K.
Brewer to mke the a:aalyses .. This mrked the beginnin<J of the present M:rss Spectrometry
laboratory, During the time that t~ electromigration methcxl· was being investigated,
the mass spectrometer was run about 16 hours per day.
A mss spectrometer was designed to analyse uranium in the form of gaseous UF6 •
This gas upon ionl2ation by electron imJXICt in the msa spectrometer is dissociated
into all possible combinations of uranium and fluorine. The original method of
operation consisted of read.iDg the two m:ISS peaks simultaneously. In order to enmnce
the sensitivity of the instrument_ the entire electrical pick~up for the reference
peak was replaced with a more 'stable design while the circuit for the other peak was
revised and reinsulated. While these changes mterially enhanced the stability aod
sensitivity of the instrument, the actual recording of data was still cumbersome
since it was impossible for one observer to read the deflections for both peaks at the
isame time. In addition to readinq the meters. the operator was required to operate
the voltage sca;aninq dials by hami to bring·into focus the -nxtSs peaks.
In order to simplify the operation of the mass spectrometer as well as to increase
the accuracy of observation, an automatic voltage sweep and recordinq mechanism were
designed. The recorder was assembled from parts of c0111111ercial Brown instruments. The
scanning circuit was a modification of that used on the Consolidated mss spectrometer,
in tmt the acceleratinrf voltage was chanqed by allowinq the potential on a condenser
to. decay through a high res.istance. When the po~ential had chanqed ·over the required
range, a relay arrange~~&nt allowed the condenser to be recharged and. the process
repeated, To eliminate all mnual recording of data durinq a run, a control was plaC9d
in the ionizing circuit which permitted the operator to keep the reference isotope·
beam at a coDStant value. This recorder not only vastly simplified the operation of
the mss spectrometer but also increased the precision aad shortened the time of
analysis.

......
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RADIOACTIVITY MEASUREMENTS

,

In the early part of the development of. the atomic bomb it was necessary to have
a methcd of test!Jig various procedures for separating the isotopes of uranium. In
particular, it weu1 d..eairable to be able to aalce measurements which would reveal to
what. extent the percentage of uranium 235 had been increased in a sample by the
particular treatment in question and to detect very smll increases in this percentage,
This permitted the efficacy of various proposals ·for this isotopic enr ichmnt to be
tested at the early stages and thus permit a selection of the best, with a minimum
loss of tim •
A method was developed in the Radioactivity Section based on the rate· of emission
of alpha particles from the sample of uranium. using the alpha particles from the
uranium 234 isotope as an indicator. Since the percentage of enrichment for the 235
and 234 "isotopes :depend on their aasses relative to the aasa of the third, the 238
isotope, any treatment which enriches 235 will also increase the amount of 234 .in a
simple ratio of the aasses. However. in the natural sample there are just as aany
alpha particles from 238 as from 234 because the 234 is produced from 238 and the
process has been goinq on in aature a sufficient tilll8 for the amounts of each to reach
a steady value. lf the relat iva amount of 234 is increased. and with it the relative
'amount of 235. there will ile more alpha particles per gram per second from the enr icbed sample tban from a natural untreated sample, This method was aade sufficiently
accurate to detect a cbaiage of 1/10 percent in the enrichment. To do this at least
1,000,000 alpba particlws must be counted reliably and accurately from ·each sample.
Fquipment to do this work was developed and constructed in the Radioactivity
Section and ·n1111111rous samples were tested for various laboratories, which aided
greatly in aele!==ting suitable methods of enrichment. In particular, the measurements
mde at the NBS were very helpful to Or. Abelson of the N:sval Research Laboratory in
the development of his process for isotopic separation.
As a by-product .of t.he work in counting alpha paz:~icl~s f~om uranium the
radioactivity laboratory prepared many carefully w~ighed samples of uranium deposited
· in acicurately· fortiiFid disks on platinum, These sampllls constitute reliable sources of
beta-rays which can be used as standa1ds in the calibration of beta ..ray counters,
Sets of these standards were furnished various laboratories engaged in' radioactive
work in connection with the war.

'

In connection with radioactive war•work, it became desirable to have mny Geigeru
Muller counters available which had the thinnest possible alwninum walla, so tlllt they
could be used to measure beta··rays Pl·evious methods of producJ.ng such counters were
slow and expensive. ·The Radioactivity Section developed a method of copper plating
thin aluminum toothpaste tubes so that fittings ·could be attached to them by ordinary
soft solder. to convert them i.nto Gaiqer -Muller tube counters . The operation was very
simple and.cheap so tbat ·Several counters could be made in the time previously required
·to aake one, with a corresponding reduction in cost. These toothpaste tubes alao.had
the miniiDUID thickness required for evacuation and filling without collapsing the tube.
For the .ide~tification and estiaaUon of radioactive isotopes which emit alpha
rays it is ·desirable to have a counting equipmnt which will separate the particles
of the saJIIe range characteristic of each isotope and count them separately. An

;
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electronic circuit was developed which would register the pulse prcduced by the amplification of the ionization resultinq from a sinqle alpbc:l particle of a given range, Ail
other pulses were rejected by this particular circuit. By arranginq a sufficient number
of these c::ircuits adjusted so that they just covered t,he various sizes of pulses to be
anticipated. the actual distribution of the alpha·particles in terms of their ranqes
from a particular source could be found.
Cbe of the problems in the procurement of uraniUIIl ore was the determination of the
quantity of radium in tJ1e ore as well as the quantity of uranium. for both these elements
determine the value of the ore. This problem was solved by utilizillq the technique of
radon measurement. developed for another purpose, in which alpha particles are counted.
Our inq the war, plants were established by the Army ·and N:rvy for applying radium >.~•··
luminous compounds to dials of instruments, The application of such compounds can result
in serious injury to personnel unless proper requlations and tests are established. The
aaasurement of radon in the exhaled breath of radium dial rainters was thus mandatory.
The &dioac~ivity Section of 'the Bureau was lnatrumental in the deVelopment of suitable
regulations and made the tests of expired air to determine the efficacy of these regula•
tions and their enforcement- In addition to the apparatus for determining the radon
content of samples of air the 1Im designed a glass bulb for shipping samples of air
which could be eent evacuated to the collecting point to facilitate the trcinsfer of the
sample to the flask, This service for the Army and rtrty ~s of considerable value to t:
them. since without it they would have hesitated to engage civilians to apply radium
luminous compounds and expose them to the well known dangers of 1·adium poisoning. As
a result the hazards have been reduced to a few cases of temporary overwexposure.

The same general equipment used for measuring breath samples was also used to
ID8Qsure radium in uranium ores.. The chief difference in the procedure is that. for
111easurement of radium, the ore sample is dissolved and the radon accumulated in the
slllution over a definite time, The radon is then transferred to the ~ountinq chamber
~!here the alpha particles are counted. From this procedure the amount of radon is
determined. From the amount of radon arxi the time during which it was accumulated the
amount of radium in the sample can be computed.
Several thousand such n:eaauremnts were IIXXde. As a part of the proqram; comparative
measurements were made with other laboratories which·carried out determinations for
various contractors. As a result it was found that the values obtained by the Bureau
were both more consistent '!ithin themselves and nearer the average values of all other
laboratories, This resulted in the selection of the Bureau as a referee in case of ·
disagreelll£lnt of measurements made elsewhere,
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